


WAYS TO EXPERIENCE THE LUXURY OF 
THE AMERISTAR CONFERENCE CENTER



400LUXURIOUS ALL–SUITE ROOMS

Every one of our guest rooms is, like this one, a generously-sized suite. The bliss is in the details – we started with four-diamond standards, 
then left them far behind. Every detail speaks of luxury, from the geometric-patterned marble floor in the foyer to the expansive, butter-soft leather 
headboard and whirlpool bath. They add up to sheer indulgence, a simply perfect place to unwind.



22 049,SQ. FEET OF INSPIRED MEETING SPACE

Our conference center’s whimsical elegance begins in the lobby, with its gently curving, richly paneled walls and futuristic lighting fixture poised above an 
intricately-patterned carpet. But its chicest feature just may be its flexibility: It can accommodate banquet seating of 650, up to reception seating for 1,450 
guests. With such winning spaces as the Wisdom Boardroom and meeting rooms with names like Prosperity and Success, can inspiration be far behind?



1450,GUESTS FOR DREAMLIKE WEDDINGS

Even the largest wedding feels intimate when vows are exchanged in one of our beautifully-appointed ballrooms or reception areas, with their maple 
paneling and onyx and glass-tiled walls. And post-ceremony parties are sheer romance, served up in shimmering candlelight.



30SPA INDULGENCES

Our 7,000 square-foot boutique spa is pure Zen. With their clean-lined furnishings and blue-green glass tiles, its treatment rooms are 
as simple – and refreshing – as sparkling water. Our treatment menu is equally effervescent, with finely-tuned offerings in massages, 
facials, nail care and more. 



8DELECTABLE DINING EXPERIENCES

Our dining possibilities are so varied that they almost feel infinite, from the luxurious Bugatti’s Steak and Pasta – patterned after the finest St. Louis Steakhouses 
mixed with Italian flair – to the casual, Cajun-inspired Pearl’s Oyster Bar, where crab legs rule. Falcon Diner is downright delectable and the scents wafting out 
of our justly celebrated bakery literally never stop: its crusty croissants and other treats are served daily.



250LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ACTS A YEAR

We rock.  In our funky, totally fun Bottleneck Blues Bar, we offer free music every Friday and Saturday night from the best local bands in town.  
Our other live events, including MMA and boxing bouts, are as electric – and compelling – as our music. 

COMEDIAN KATHLEEN MADIGAN



3 332,DAZZLING GAMES

The numbers say it all.  Our casino, with its non-stop action and thrilling lights, offers the largest selection of slot machines and table games 
around.  And we keep things moving – we’re constantly shuffling our game mix to keep pace with our players’ fast-changing tastes. 
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